Purr...fect Fence is Revolutionizing Cat Care Principles…
If you look at any animal welfare or pet care website, they will advise you to keep your cat inside. Many
adoption centers and breeders will only provide cats to homes that will keep them inside. The reason is
simple; indoor cats live up to five times longer than outdoor cats. However, veterinarians are citing
obesity and mental well-being as growing health concerns among cats. Increasingly more and more cat
care professionals are letting their cats outside due to a revolutionary enclosure system available from
Purr…fect Fence. The product is the first complete, virtually invisible outdoor cat fence/enclosure
system designed to keep any cat(s) happy and safe outdoors. “We love our fence…our 40+ cats are
enjoying every minute of being outside, it gives them a real break from being inside.” (Dixie Dixon; Kitty
Cottage - Blue Bell, PA)
Cat owners that are currently letting their pet(s) roam freely outside run many risks, including their cat
becoming lost, attacked by a predator, killed or injured by a vehicle, or contracting a communicable
disease such as feline leukemia, feline aids, or rabies.
Until now, it was virtually impossible for cat owners to safely allow their cat outside without having an
electric barrier or standard wooden or chain-link fence with a roof type device installed on top in an
attempt to keep cats from climbing out. The “Houdini-Proof” Cat Fence System from Purr…fect Fence
allows cat owners to set up a safe, outdoor enclosure of whatever size they desire. Cat owners would be
able to fence off anything from a small area to their entire property.
There are several unique aspects to the “Houdini-Proof” Cat Fence System. Made from a flexible, yet
incredibly strong polypropylene mesh grid, the fence is easy to install and doesn't ruin the view. The
flexibility is also one of the key factors in making Purr-fect Fence “Houdini Proof.” Since cats don't like to
walk or climb on unstable surfaces, most cats won't even attempt to climb it. For those escape artist
cats, the mesh fence turns back in at the top to force the cat back toward the ground. This system is
employed at several cat shelters with up to 60 cats. Purr…fect Fence has also been used as an enclosure
for feral cats. To date there are well over 10,000 cats throughout North America and Europe that have
been safely protected outdoors with Purr…fect Fence.
With cat safety, indoor behavioral issues, and obesity becoming growing concerns among veterinarians,
a Purr…fect Fence system allows cat owners the opportunity to provide their loved one(s) with the
exercise they need without having to worry about predators, death or injury by vehicle, feline leukemia,
distemper, or FIV. As mentioned earlier, this product is revolutionizing how cat care professionals
provide behavioral advice. Check out www.PurrfectFence.com to find out more about this exciting
product.
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